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Portable Crack Torrent Serial Number Final.Artikelettes After the release of the Fishbowl EP, the
writer/bassist duo Charlotte (Nadine Naidoo) and Martijn Vliegen (Vincent Emonds) have set out to
build their own network to keep generating work. But how does the duo’s vision look in their own
words? Their debut album A Blend Of Voice is too extensive and sophisticated to be encapsulated in
a couple of words. Three years since the twins, Emmy and Mathilda de Meij, recorded 'Project X’
they finally struck gold with their new album 'YETI’. After getting their message across on the last
record with explosive vocals, the twins use multiple layers of sound to give their message an all-
encompassing feel. Since our last overview of Redphone's projects (Tall Firs, Little Bop & the rest)
some are busy with the Qatra festival (Glasgow), others have contributed their voice to the new EP
Nomad (tickets). Ablabyshe Art (Gunnar Anderson) and V-Bombed (Wouter van Empel) have teamed
up to work on a record called "Compositions To Elevate". The duo shared their thoughts on using
each other as a guide in this project. Tomasij Stroink has been around for a while, producing rich,
layered electronica from Berlin. With his latest album "Under The Black Sun" Stroink delivers a
complex soundscape, giving it the strength to go beyond simple ideas. Also a member of the Spanish
group the Vuduos, Alberto Ferreros combines his vocal abilities with technical aspects of electronic
music. On
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